Let B = (B Q ) Q∈N be an increasing sequence of positive square free integers satisfying the condition that 
Introduction and statement of results
The statistics of spacings measure the fine structure of the distribution of a sequence in a more subtle way than the classical Weyl uniform distribution ( [20] ). Their study was initiated by physicists (see for example Wigner [21] and Dyson [5, 6, 7] ) in order to understand the spectra of high energies. These notions have received a great deal of attention in many areas of mathematical physics, analysis, probability theory and number theory.
In the study of the spacing statistics of a sequence, correlations play an important role. There are few sequences of interest for which one could establish the existence of correlation measures, and many of them are conditional, as in the important case of the zeros of the Riemann zeta function, or more general L-functions ( [11, 13, 17, 18] ). In [3] , Boca and one of the authors have established explicitly the pair correlation function of Farey fractions in the unit interval [0, 1] and their result shows a very strong repulsion between the elements of the sequence. In this paper, we consider more generally subsets of fractions with denominators satisfying certain divisibility constraints, and investigate the subtle effect these arithmetic constraints have on the pair correlation of the sequence.
The study of the distribution of Farey fractions is of independent interest. By the classical contributions of Franel and Landau ([8, 10] , see also [15] ), the existence of zero-free regions 1 − δ 0 < Re s < 1 for the Riemann zeta function, and in particular the Riemann hypothesis, are equivalent to quantitative statements about the uniform distribution of Farey fractions. Ideas and techniques from this area, especially those which make use of Weil-Salié type estimates for Kloosterman sums, turned out to be useful in proving sharp asymptotic formulas in problems from various areas of mathematics ( [1, 2, 4, 12] ).
Let F be a finite set of cardinality N in [0, 1]. The pair correlation measure R F (C) of a finite interval C ⊂ R is defined as
Suppose that (F n ) n is an increasing sequence of finite subsets of [0, 1] and that
exists for every finite interval C ⊂ R. Then R(C) is called the limiting pair correlation measure of (F n ) n . If
then g is called the limiting pair correlation function of (F n ) n . In this paper, we assume that B = (B Q ) Q∈N is an increasing sequence of positive square-free integers satisfying B Q 1 |B Q 2 whenever Q 1 < Q 2 , and for any subinterval I ⊂ [0, 1], we consider the pair correlation of the sequence (F B , Q (I)) Q∈N , where
While our result shows that the limiting pair correlation of the sequence (F B , Q (I)) Q exists and is independent of the subinterval I if the number of distinct prime divisors of B Q is fairly small compared with the number of all primes less than Q, a surprising phenomenon appears, producing two different types of behavior depending on the limit of
as Q goes to infinity. To state the main result precisely, we use the following notation. Define two functions δ, δ by
Since B Q 1 |B Q 2 whenever Q 1 < Q 2 , both δ(B Q ) and δ (B Q ) are non-negative monotonic functions as Q increases. The limit lim Q→∞ δ (B Q ) always exists, and we denote it by δ (B). Let
if the limit exists, or let δ(B) = ∞ otherwise. Denote by ω the function counting the number of distinct prime divisors. We prove the following result. Theorem 1.1 Assume that 6 and g ∞ vanish at zero, presenting a strong repulsion between the elements of the sequence. It is also clear from the graph that as B Q contains more and more prime factors, the repulsion decreases and the distribution tends to become Poissonian. In the paper, we will make use of the identity 4) which can be derived from the Möbius inversion formula. Here the function e(y) = exp(2πiy) for any y ∈ R. We first estimate the quantity #F B , Q (I) in Section 2, then we start the process of proving Theorem 1.1 in Section 3. In Section 4, to complete the proof, the two cases δ(B) < ∞ and δ(B) = ∞ are then treated separately.
Farey fractions in a short interval
For any subinterval I ⊂ [0, 1], we need an asymptotic formula for the quantity #F B , Q (I). We first obtain the result for I = [0, 1]. Lemma 2.1 We have
Copyright line will be provided by the publisher P r o o f. Using the Möbius inversion formula we have
This becomes
By using the above estimate, this can be simplified as
we finally obtain
This yields the desired result after simplification.
Lemma 2.2 For any continuously differentiable function G with
where
Copyright line will be provided by the publisher P r o o f. For y ∈ (0, 1), let G(y) = n∈Z a n e(ny) be the Fourier series expansion of G. ,Using the identity (1.4), we have
That is
The Fourier coefficients a n are given by
where G is the Fourier transform of G defined by
Consider for each y > 0 the function
By the properties of the Fourier transform, G y (x) = G(yx), and by Poisson summation (pp. 538, [16] ),
Since Supp G ⊂ [0, 1] and G is continuously differentiable, by using simple Riemann integration ( [14] ) we obtain
Notice that
Applying Lemma 2.1 we obtain the desired result.
Copyright line will be provided by the publisher 
P r o o f. We will approximate the characteristic function χ I of I by a C 1 function. To this end, consider the function f (x) = 3x 2 − 2x 3 for x ∈ [0, 1]. First note the following properties:
It is easy to see that
and
, and denote
from Lemma 2.2 we obtain
and using the inequality (2.1), we get the desired result. 
Here the implied constant may depend on |I|. One can also compute, by using Mertens' estimate ( [16] ) that
Our objective is to estimate, for any positive real number ∧, the quantity 
We will estimate S B Q ,H,G instead of S B Q (∧). Let h(y) = n∈Z c n e(ny), G(y) = n∈Z a n e(ny) be the Fourier series expansions of h and G. Then we have 
Copyright line will be provided by the publisher Changing the summation index as m + n = m , r − m = n , m = r , hence m = r , n = m − r , r = n + r , and one obtains
Consider for each q > 0 and real number r the function
Using the Fourier transform and an appropriate change of variable we obtain that for any m ∈ Z,
Applying the Poisson summation formula (pp. 538, [16] ) one has 
The Fourier expansion of h(y) gives us
r c r e m q 1 − n q 2 r = h m q 1 − n q 2 = r H N r + m q 1 − n q 2 .
Using this in the above formula for S B Q ,H,G and changing the symbols d's to r's and q's to d', we deduce that
Clearly (q 1 , q 2 ) = 1, and there is a unique integerq 2 such that 0 <q 2 < q 1 ,q 2 q 2 ≡ 1 (mod q 1 ). Take a 1 = (1 −q 2 q 2 )/q 1 , so that a 1 q 1 +q 2 q 2 = 1. Changing the summation index as
Hence, by taking r = 0, we obtain that
Taking into account the formula (3.1) and the fact that supp H ⊂ (0, ∧), when Q is large enough, to get a non-zero contribution from H, one must have
To get a non-zero contribution from G with supp
It follows that
Denoting by A m the finite set of all such integers n for a fixed m, one has #A m log log Q.
Using the above estimate and noticing that
one can further simplify S B Q ,H,G as,
Next, for fixed m, r 1 , r 2 , δ, n, let us define
Then the inner sum of the main term of S B Q ,H,G on q 1 , q 2 , which will be treated below, can be written as
whereq 2 is the unique integer such that 0 <q 2 < q 1 ,q 2 q 2 ≡ 1 (mod q 1 ). We will need several additional estimates. First of all,
and similarly
Here
A similar inequality holds for ∂h ∂y (x, y) and hence
Let K be a large positive integer which will be chosen later. Then (3.4) can be written as
We need the following variations of results from [1] . Recall that for each region Ω in R 2 and each C 1 function F : Ω −→ C, we denote 
For any subinterval
where 
Returning to the sum we obtain that
We may choose 
Using this and all the above results, we finally conclude that 
which is
Inserting this back into S B Q ,H,G , we obtain
Also notice that
One concludes that
where the function g B (λ) is defined in Theorem 1.1. Now using standard approximation arguments one sees that
and g B (λ) is the limiting pair correlation function of F B , Q (I) as Q goes to infinity. This completes the proof of Theorem 1.1 for the case δ(B) < ∞.
We focus on the sum
and define a function f by
One can see that
Since Supp H ⊂ (0, ∧), there is a non-zero contribution to the integral in the definition of f only if 0 < ∧z xy < ∧, therefore z has to satisfy 1 ≥ xy > z > 0. It is clear that
Therefore,
Also notice that R f (z)dz = 
H(x)dx .
A standard argument with smooth functions as before completes the proof for the case δ(B) = ∞. This finishes the proof of Theorem 1.1.
